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Here quadratic and cubic u-polynomials are characterized, or, equivalently, 
chromatic polynomials of the graphs of order p, whose chromatic number is p - 2 
or p - 3, are characterized. Also Robert Korthage’s conjecture that if 6’ + bu + a 
is a o-polynomial then a < t(b* - 56 + 12) is verified. In general, if u(G) = Ci alui 
is a u-polynomial of a graph G, then an-* is determined. 0 1984 Acwkmic 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
All graphs considered here are finite and without loops or multiple edges. 
The problem of deciding which polynomials are chromatic is of a basic 
nature and is still open. Several approaches have been made to tackle 
problems connected with chromatic polynomials, Construction of O- 
polynomials is one such approach. Robert Korfhage in his paper [2] defined 
the u-polynomial of a graph G with p vertices and q edges as: 
(i) If G = K, then o(G) = 1. 
(ii) For G 4 Kp, let G = G, -i- GR be the standard decomposition of G 
used in determining chromatic polynomials (see [l]), where G, has p- 1 
vertices and GR has p vertices and q + 1 edges. Suppose that a(G,) is a 
polynomial of degree m and u(G,J is a polynomial of degree n. Then a(G) is 
a polynomial of degree max(n, m + l), defined by 
u(G) = u(GL) - an-“-l + u(G,) ifn>m+ 1, 
=u(G~)+u(G~)~u~-~+* ifn <m + 1. 
He conjectured that if a* +bu + a is a u-polynomial, then 
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u < f (b* - 5b + 12), for b > 4. In this paper, we solve the more general 
problem of characterizing quadratic and cubic u-polynomials. 
Also if a(G) = Cy=0 a Q’ is the u-polynomial of some graph G, then using I 
Whitney’s broken cycle theorem we derive a,-,. If P@, G) = 
cy;; (-1)’ m,lP-’ . is the chromatic polynomial of a graph with p vertices, 
then Whitney proceeded to give m,s as follows: First the edges of the graph 
are ordered. With respect to this ordering the last edges of the cycles of the 
graph are removed. Then m, equals the number of subgraphs with i edges, 
not containing any broken cycle of the graph. 
Next we define a few terms. x(G) denotes the chromatic number of a 
graph G; M(G), the density, that is, the size of a maximum clique of G; and 
d(G) denotes the maximum degree among all the vertices of G. Given a pair 
U, v of nonadjacent vertices of G, G. u . u denotes a graph with 
V(G.u.v)=V(G)-u-u+w and E(G.u.u)=E(G)-{ax/a=u or o, 
x E V(G), ax E E(G)} t {wx/x E V(G), ux E E(G), or vx E E(G)}. In fact, 
we denote by u . V, this new vertex w  of G . u . V. For a graph G with p 
vertices and q edges, we express its standard decomposition into graphs G, 
of p - 1 vertices and G, of p vertices and q t 1 edges as G = G, i G, . For 
the rest of the terminology, refer to Harary [ 11. 
Without loss of generality we can assume the graphs to be connected, 
unless stated otherwise. 
MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Zf for a graph G with ) V(G)1 =p, x(G) = p - 2, then 
M(G)=p-2orG-C,+K,-,. 
Proof. As x(G) =p - 2, G 7L K,. Now if ui,..., u, are the only vertices 
of G of degree p - 1, then consider the graph G’ = G - UI=, Ui* Note that 
IV(G')I=p-r>2 and x(G’)=p-2-r. If X(G’)=p-r-2=3 and 
G’-C,, then G-C, tKpe5. Otherwise by Brooks’ theorem d(G’) = 
p-r-2<A(G’)<p-r-1. Hence d(G’)=p-r-2. Now let u,wE 
V(G’) be such that deg,, u =p - r - 2 and uw 6Z E(G’). Consider the graph 
G’ . u . w. Here G’ . u s w  = G’ - w. By the definition of a u-polynomial, 
degu(G’.o.w)tl<degu(G’)=2. If degu(G’.u.w)=O, then 
G’ . u - w - KD+, and x(G’) =p - r - 1, a contradiction. Hence 
degu(G’.v.w)=l and M(G’.v.w)=p-r-2. But then M(G’)a 
M(G' - w) = M(G' - u . w) =p - r - 2. Also x(G’) =p - r - 2 < M(G’), 
hence M(G’) =p - r - 2 and M(G) =p - 2. 
THEOREM 2. u* t bu + a is a u-polynomial of some graph G with 
1 V(G)/ =p tfl either (1) b = m + n + 1 and a = mn, (2) b = m + n and 
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a=mn-s, or (3) b=5=a and G- C, + K,-, , where m, n are positive 
integers and s is an integer such that 0 & s < minimum {m, n}. 
Proof(Necessity). As deg a(G) = 2, we have x(G) =p - 2. By 
Theorem 1, either M(G) =p - 2 or G N C, + KPm5. Now we consider the 
following cases: 
Case 1. Let G 5 C, + K,-,. In this case o(G) = a(C,) = a* + 50 + 5. 
Case 2. M(G) =p - 2. Let Q c V(G) be such that (Q), is a maximum 
clique of G and let u, v E V(G) - Q. Let u, ,..., u, and v, ,..., v, be the only 
vertices of Q, that are nonadjacent to u and v, respectively. Next we consider 
the following two subcases. 
Case 2.1. uv & E(G). Consider the standard decomposition of 
G = (G . u . u,) 4 (G + uu,), and further decompose (G + Ci=, uuJ = 
{(G + C;=i uuJ . u . u,+,} $ (G + C;z: uur), 1 Q r < m - 1. Note that here 
as ui E Q for 1 <j Q m and (Q), is complete, we have (G + C;=i uuJ. 
-G.u-u,+, =G-u, l<r<m- 1. Also a(G-u)=o+n and 
I(,“;t&‘!! i uu,) = c + n + 1. Hence retracing the steps we get o(G) = u2 + 
(m+n+ l)u+mn. 
Case 2.2. uv E E(G). As before decompose G = (G . u . u,) $ (G + uui) 
and further decompose (G f CL= i uuJ = {(G + Ci= i uuJ . u . u,, i} i 
(G + C;Z: UUi), l<r&m- 1. Again as U,+,UjEE(G), l<j<r, 
(G+C;=~UU~).U.U,+~=G.U.U~+~, l<r<m-1. Also u(G-u*u,+,) 
= u+n or u+n-1 according as u,+,vEE(G) or u,+,v&E(G), l<r< 
m - 1. Further u(G + C;“=i uuJ = u + n. Hence retracing the steps we get 
u(G) = u2 + (m + n) u + mn -s, where s = I{u, ,..., u,,,} n {vi ,..., v,}l. 
Suflciency. The proof of this part is obvious. This completes the proof of 
this theorem. 
COROLLARY. Koflage’s conjecture that ifu’ + bu + a is a u-polynomial, 
then a Q $(b2 - 5b + 12), b > 4, can be verified from Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Zf x(G)=p- 3, then either M(G)=p- 3 or G-H + 
K p-r, where I V(G)1 = P, I WI= r, and H is one of the graphs of Fig. 1. 
Proof: We first recall from [2] that if B is any graph with I V(E)1 = z and 
deg,u = z - 1, for some u E V(B), then u(B) = u(B - u). Hence without loss 
of generality we can assume that d(G) < p - 1. Now as G is connected with 
x(G) =p - 3, by Brooks’ theorem x(G) =p - 3 Q d(G). We consider the 
following two cases. 
Case 1. d(G) =p - 2. Let u, u’ E V(G) be such that deg, u =p - 2 and 
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uu’ &E(G). By the definition of a u-polynomial deg a(G * u * u’) + 1 < 
deg o(G) = 3. 
Now here as u is adjacent to all vertices of G except u’, we have 
G.u.u’=G-u’. HenceM(G.u.u’)=M(G-u’)<M(G). Moreover,if 
deg a(G . u . u’) = 0 or 1, then M(G . ZJ . u’) =p - 1 or p - 2 (see [2]). But 
M(G.u.u’)<hf(G)<~(G)=p-3, hence deg o(G.u.u’)=2. Again 
deg u(G . u . u’) = 2, implies that x(G . u s u’) =p - 3, (see [2]). Thus 
by, Theorem 1, M(G.u.u’)=p-3 or G.u.u’-C,+K,-,. If 
M(G.u.u’)=p-3=M(G-u’), then p-3=M(G-u’)<M(G)( 
X(G)=P-~~~~M(G)=~-~.A~~~~~(G.U.U’)=(G-U’)-C,+K,_,, 
then it can be checked that G - Gi, 1 4 i < 7. 
Case 2. d(G) =p - 3. Let u, u’, u” E V(G) be such that deg,u =p - 3 
and uu’, uu” @ E(G). Now as deg u(G) = 3, as before deg u(G . u m u’) < 2. 
Note that M(G.u.u’)-l<M(G)<M(G.u*u’). Also here 
M(G)<x(G)=p-3. Now if deg u(G.u.u’)=O, then M(G.ueu’)= 
p - 1, a contradiction. If deg u(G e u . u’) = 1, then M(G . u . u’) =p - 2 
and M(G) =p - 3, thus we are through. If deg u(G . u. u’)= 2, then 
~(G.u.u’)=p-3 and by Theoreml, either G.u.u’-C,+K,-, or 
M(G + u . u’) =p - 3. By symmetry between u’ and u”, we must also have 
either G . u + u” - C, + Kpe6 or M(G . u . u”) =p - 3. Now if u’u” &E(G), 
then in this case G. u. u’= G-u’. Also as A(G)=p- 3, G-u’- 
C,+K,-, implies that p=6 and deg, u=2#A(G)=p-3=3, a 
contradiction. Hence if u’u” 4 (G), then we must have M(G . u s u’) = 
M(G - u’) =p - 3 <M(G), and thus M(G) =p - 3, so we are through. 
Next let u’u” E E(G). Now we consider the following three subcases. 
Case 2.1. There exist u, u’, u” E V(G) such that deg, u = A(G) =p - 3 
uu’, uu” fZ E(G) and G . u . u’ - C, + KPp6 - G . u . u”. 
Now as A(G) =p - 3, clearly p= 7. Also as deg,.,.,, u . u’=p - 2, 
u . u’ cannot lie on the 5-cycle in G . u . u’. Similarly u . u” cannot lie on 
the 5-cycle in G . u . u”. Hence it can be easily verified that G - G,. 
Case 2.2. Case 2.1 does not hold but there exist u, u’, u” E V(G) such 
that deg,u = A(G) =p - 3, uu’, UU” 6Z E(G) and G. u . u’ - C, + KPPa, 
M(G . u - u”) =p - 3. 
Here again as A(G)=p-3 and G.u.u’-C,+K,-,, it can be seen 
that p= 7 and also as deg,.,.,, u . u’ =p - 2, u . u’ cannot lie on the 5 
cycle in G . u . ul. Again as M(G . u . u”) =p - 3, it can be checked that 
G- {G,, Gm Guy G,,l. 
Case 2.3. Case 2.1 and Case 2.2 do not hold, but there exist u, u’, u” E 
V(G) such that deg, u =p - 3, uu’, uu” & E(G), and M(G . u a u’) =p - 3 = 
M(G - u - u”). 
Let us assume that M(G) #p - 3. Then we show that G - {G13, G14, Gis, 
582bf31/3-2 
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G,,}. Now as M(G . u . u’) =p - 3, we must have M(G) =p - 4 and also 
there exists Q c V(G) such that U” E Q, U’ 6S Q, and (Q)G = KPed. Thus 
deg, u” >p - 4. Let {u, u’, V, w} = V(G) - Q. 
Claim. p - 4 < 3. Let, if possible, p - 4 > 4 and u”, y, ,..., y, -5 E Q. As 
U’U” E E(G), u’ cannot be adjacent to all yi, s, 1 < i <p - 5. Without loss 
of generality assume that y,u’ 6S E(G). Now by similarity between U’ and 
u”, we must have degcu’ >p - 4. Hence U’ is nonadjacent to at the most 
one yi, i > 2. Thus if p - 4 > 4, then without loss of generality we assume 
that y2u’ E E(G). Also as d(G) =p - 3, yi can be adjacent to at the most 
oneof {u’,u,w}, l<i<p-5.Thusy,v,y,w6?E(G)andeithery,v@E(G) 
or y,w @ E(G). Again, without loss of generality, we assume that 
y3 u & E(G). Now colour vertices of Q by p - 4 different colours, also colour 
the pairs u”, U; y, , u’; y,, V; yz, w  by the same colours. This gives a (p - 4)- 
colouring of G, a contradiction. Hence our claim that p - 4 < 3, holds good. 
Note that p - 4 # 1. Hence we consider the following two subscases. 
Case 2.3.1. p- 4 = 2. In this case if yi, U” E Q, then VW, vy,, wyr, 
y, u’ 6?? E(G). Also as M(G . u . u”)=p- 3, either U’U EE(G) or 
U’W E E(G). Without loss of generality we assume that U’W E E(G). Then 
U”W I$ E(G), and the only other possible edges in G are VU’ or VU”, but not 
both. Thus GE {G,,, G,,}. 
Case2.3.2. p-4=3. Let u”, y,, y,EQ. As M(G~u~u”)=p-3, 
there exists a K, in G, containing U’ but not u”. Now as M(G) = 3, either 
u’y, @E(G) or u’y, 6Z (G). Without loss of generality, we assume that 
u’y, 6$ E(G). Again as d(G) =,p - 3 = 4, it can be verified that the K, of G, 
containing u’ and not u” must be (u’, 0, w). Hence u’u, U’W, uw E E(G). 
Also as deg, u” < d(G) = 4, without loss of generality we can assume that 
U”U & E(G). Next consider the following two subcases. 
(A) u’y2 &E(G). As d(G)=p- 3 =4, u can be adjacent to at the 
most one of { yi, yz}. Now if uy, E E(G), it can be checked that G * u . y2 - 
C, + KPw6 and deg, u = d(G), a contradiction. Hence uy, & E(G). Similarly 
it can be seen that uy,, WU”, wyi, wy, 6Z E(G). Thus G N G,,. 
(B) u’yz E E(G). Here deg, y2 = 4 = d(G), hence yzu, y, w  6Z E(G). 
Now y, u E E(G), for otherwise G . y2 . w  - C, + KPP6. Also U”W E E(G), 
for otherwise G . y, * u - C, + KPP6. Thus G - G,,. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
For the following theorem we follow this notation. Given a graph G with 
Q c V(G) such that (Q& is a maximum clique in G, for every 
z E V(G) - Q, we denote by zi ,..., z’ all those vertices of Q, that are nonad- r 
jacent to z. Further given X, ,..., x, E V(G) - Q, denote by C, ,,... ,xs the 
number of vertices of Q, that are nonadjacent to all xi, s, 1 < i < s. Also for 
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Z E Q we define A:,,..,,x, = 0 or 1 according as zxf E E(G), for all i, 
1 ,< i( s, or zxi @ E(G), for some i. Now assume that G is a graph with 
I V(G)1 = P. 
THEOREM 4. If x(G) =p - 3 = M(G) and Q c V(G) such that (Q), = 
K p-3 with u, v, w, E V(G) - Q, then 
(1) a(G)=03+(m+n+r+3)a2+(mn+nr+rm+m+n+r)a+ 
(mnr), in case (14, u, w)~ = IF3, 
(2) o(G) = u3 + (m+n+r+2)d + (mn+nr+rm+m+n- 
C,,,) u + (mnr - rC,,,) in case (u, v, IV), = K, UK, and uu E (G), 
(3) u(G) = u3 + (m+n+r+l)u’ + (mn+nr+rm+n-C,,,-- 
C,,,) u + (mnr - TC,,, - mCv,w + C,,,,,), in case (u, v, w)o = f2 + K, and 
uv, VW E E(G), 
(4) o(G) = ~~+(m+n+r)u*+(mn+nr+rm-c,,,-C,,,-CC,,,) 
u + (mnr - mC,, ,,, - nCu,w - rC,,, + ZC,,,,,), in cuse (u, v, w), = K, , where 
m, n, r denote the total number of vertices on Q that are nonadjacent to u, v, 
w, respectively. 
ProoJ We consider the following four cases: 
Case 1. There exists Q c V(G) such that (Q& = Kpe3 and 
(u, v, w& =x3, where 01, v, w  E V(G) - Q. Now we decompose 
G = (G + u. uJ -k (G + uu,) and further decompose (G + cf=, uu,) = 
{(G + cf= 1 UU,) m u a ui+ 1} i (G + C$: uu,), 1 < i < m - 1. Here note that 
(G + CfzI uu,). u. uI+, - G. u. u,+~ - G-u, 1 < i<m - 1. By defini- 
tion of a u-polynomial, deg u(G . u . I++ ,) < 2, 1 ( i ( m - 1. Also p - 3 = 
M(G-u)<x(G-u)<~(G)=p-3, so deg u(G.u.u,+,)=2 and 
G.u.z++,~LC~+K~-~. Hence by Theorem2, u(G.u.z++,)=u*+ 
(n+r+l)u+nr, l<i<m-1. Also u(G+~~u,u)=u*+(n+1+ 
r + 1 + 1) u + (n + l)(r + 1). Hence retracing the steps, we get u(G) = u3 + 
(m+n+r+3)u*+(mn+nr+rm+m+n+r)u+mnr. 
Case 2. Case 1 does not hold, but there exists Q t V(G) such that 
(Q>, =Kp-3 and (u, v, w)~ = K, UK,, where u, v, w  E V(G) - Q and 
uv E E(G). As before, decompose G = (G . w  . w,) $ (G + ww,), and 
further decompose (G + & 1 
(G + C:: : ww,), 
WW~) = ~(G+C:=,ww,).W.Wj+l}i 
l<i<r-1. Here again (G+&ww,).w.w~+,= 
G-w.w~+~-G-w, l<i<r-1. Also G-w&CC,+K,-, and 
M(G - w) =p - 3. Hence by Theorem 2, u(G . w  . wi+ 1) = u2 + (m + n) u + 
mn - C,,,, l<i<r-1. Further u(G + XI=, wwJ = u* + (m + 1 + 
n + 1) u + (m + l)(n + 1) - (C,,, + 1). Retracing the steps, we get u(G) = 
u3+(m+n+r+2)u2+(mn+nr+rm+m+n-C,,,)u+(mnr-rC,,,). 
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Case 3. Case 1 and Case 2 do not hold, but there exists Q c V(G) such 
that (Q& = KPV3 and (u, v, w), = b, + K,, where u, u, w  E V(G) - Q and 
uv, WEE(G). As before, we decompose G= (G. u. u,) $ (G+uu,) 
and further decompose (G + Cjel UU,) {(G + Cf=l Uuj) - US u~+~} i 
(G+Cj+:uu,), l<i<m-l.Asbefore,wenotethat(G+C~=,u~~).u. 
u 1+1 = G - u - uI+, 4 C, +K,-,, l<i<m-1. Also Geu.ui+,?LKp-,, 
l<iQm-1. Now if M(G.u.u,+,)=p-2, for some i, l<i<m-1, 
then there exists R c V(G . u . ui+,) such that (R)o.U.Ui+, = Kpe2. Now if 
the vertex u 9 ui+ i 6Z R, then v, w  are both adjacent to all vertices of Q 
excepting uf + 1, a contradiction. Hence u . Ui+l E R. If w  & R, then clearly 
vz E E(G), for all z E Q, z # ui+ i. Consider M’ c V(G), such that 
Ml= {u}UQ- {u~+~}. Then (II~‘)~=K~-~, U,Ui+l, wE V(G)-M’ and 
( u, u i+l, w)=K3 or K,UK,, according as u,+,w6?E(G)or ui+lWEE(G), 
a contradiction. Hence w  E R. Clearly then r = 1 and w1 &R. Now if 
vuI+r E E(G), then (Q - ui+ i + {v, w})~ = Kpa2, a contradiction. Hence 
vui+i 6$ E(G). Again if VW, E E(G), then (Q - Ui+, + v) = Kpe3 and 
( u, u ,+ , , w) = K, UK,, a contradiction. Hence n = 2, and w, = v 1, 
U i+1= 02. Now consider G . w  . w1 a Deg o(G . w  . WJ < 2. Clearly 
dega(G. we w,)#O. If dega(G. w-w,)= 1, then M(G. we w,)=p-2, 
and it can be verified that m = 1 and (V(G) - {ul+i, w, w,} + {w + w,}) = 
K P-2. But then we see that x(G) # p - 3, a contradiction. Hence 
dega(G.w.w,)=2 and as G~w~w,~JC,+K,-,, by Theorem2, 
u(G)=u*+(m+l)u+(m-l), and u(G+ww,)=u*+(m+1+2)u+ 
2(m+l)-1. Thus u(G)=u3+(m+4)u2+(3m+2)u+(m-1). Now let 
M(G’U’Ui+l)#2, l<i<m-1. Then by Theorem2, o{(G+Cj=rUUj)* 
u-q+,} =u(G+u,+,)=u*+(n-A;‘+‘+r)u+(n-A;’+’)r-(C,,,- 
A~~~~),1~i~m-1,andu(G+~/“~,uu~)=u2+(n+r+l)u+n(r+1)- 
C ,,w. Hence retracing the steps we get u(G) = u3 + (m + n + I + 1) u* + 
(mn + nr + rm + n - C,,, - C,,,) u + (mnr - r’c,,, - mC,,, + C,,,,,). 
Case 4. The previous cases do not hold but there exists Q c I’(G) 
such that (Q)G = KPP3, and (u, Y, w), = K,, where u, v, w-E V(G) - Q. As 
before consider the decomposition of G = (G * u . u,) + (G + uu,) and 
of (G+C:=,UU,)={(G+C:=,UUj).U.U1+1}/(G+~+:UUj), l<i< 
m-l. Now {(G+~j=,uu,)~u~u,+,}=G~u~u,+,, l<i<m-1. Also 
G.u.ul+,+C,+KP-, or K,-,, l<i<m-1. Let, if possible, 
M(G.u.u,+,)=p-2, for some i, l<i<m-1. Let RcV(G*u.u,+,) 
be such that (R)G.u.ur+l=KP-2. Now u. uifl E R. Without loss of 
generality we assume that D E R. If w  65 R, then (R - u{+~ + v) = KPP3, and 
( u, u ,+i, w) = K, U K, or K2 + K,, according as WUi+l& E(G) or 
wul+ i E E(G), a contradiction. Hence w  E R. Let z E V(G . u . ui+ ,) be such 
that z@R. But then (Q-u~+~-z+v+w)=K,-,, and (u,u~+~,z)=K~ 
or K, UK, or K, + K,, a contradiction. Hence M(G . u . uI+r) #p - 2, 
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1 < i ( m - 1. Hence by Theorem 2, a(G . u * uI+ 1) = 6’ + (n -A zi+’ + 
r -A$+l)o + (n-A~‘+‘)(r-AU,‘+*)-(CV,W-A~f~~), 1 <i< m- 1, and a(G + 
J$l UU,) = a* + (n + r) u t nr - C,,,. Retracing the steps, we get 
u(G)=u3+(m+ntr)uZ + (mn+nr+rm-C,,,-C,,,-C,,,)u + 
(mnr - mc,,, - n&- - rc,,, + 2G,,,d. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. Incidently we characterize the 
chromatic polynomials of graphs with chromatic number p - 2 and p - 3. 
COROLLARY 2. Let P(A) be a polynomial such that P(p - 2) > 0, where 
p - 2 is the smallest such integer, then P(A) is a chromatic polynomial lfl 
either 
(1) P(~)=P,+(mtn+l)P,~,tmnP,~,,or 
(2) P(A) = Pp + (m t n) P, _ 1 + (mn - r) P, _ *, where m, n are 
positive integers and r is an integer such that 0 < r < min”‘{m, n}, or 
(3) P(A) = P, + 5P,-, + 5P,-,, where P, = A(A - 1) -. . (A - i + l), 
i=p- 1,p-2,~. 
This follows from Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 3. Let P(A) be a polynomial such that P(p - 3) > 0, where 
p - 3 is the smallest such integer, P(A) is a chromatic polynomial lr either 
(1) P(A) = P,+(m+n+r+3)P,-,+(mn+nr+rm+mtn+r) 
P p-2 + mnrP,-,, or 
(2) P(J) = P,+(m+n+r+2)P,+,+(mn+nrtrm+mtn-a) 
P p-2 + (mnr - ra) Pp-3, or 
(3) P(A) = P,t(m+ntrt1)P,~,+(mn+nrtrmtn-a-b) 
P ,-,t(mnr-ra-mbtd)P,-,,or 
(4) P(A) = P,+(m+n+r)P,+,+(mn+nr+rm-u-b-c)P,-, 
+ (mnr - mb - nc - ra + 2d) P,- 3, where m, n, r are positive integers, and 
a, b, c, d are integers such that 0 < a < minm{m, n}, 0 < b < minm{n, r}, 
0 < c < minm{m, r}, 0 < d < minm{m, n, r}, or 
(5) P(A) = Pp + xP,,-, + yP,-, t zPpe3, where (1, x, y, z) are coef- 
ficients of (u3, u2, u, u’), respectively, appearing in u(H), HE Fig. 1, where 
P,=A(A-1)e.a(A-i+l),p-3<i<p. 
Next if u(G) = C;=. airs1 is the u-polynomial of a graph G, then we 
determine a,, _ 2. Recall that a, = 1, and a,-, = ($) - q, where p = 1 V(G)[, 
q = IE(G)I. Before proceeding further, we recall Whitney’s broken cycle 
theorem [3]: If xf:t (-1)’ m,LP-’ is the chromatic polynomial of G with 
I V(G)1 =p, then m,s are determined as follows: First the edges of G are 
ordered. ‘Then we break the last edges of the cycles of G. Then m, equals the 
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o(G,) = u3 + (r + 3)~’ + (9 - 10)~ + 
(9 - 20), where ( V(G,)( = r, G, = 
(C, + I&) u {~a), a E V(C, + fL,) and 
u rf V(C, fK,-,) 
u(G,) = u3 + (r + 2)~’ + (5r - 15)~ + (5r - 
25), where V(G,) = V(G,), E(G,) = E(G,) U 
{ub}, b E V(C, + Kr-J. 
u(G,) = u3 + (r + 2)~’ + (5r - 14)~ + 
(5r - 23), where V(G,) = V(G,), E(G,) = 
E(G,)U {UC), cE V(C, +K,_,). 
u(GJ = u3 + (r + 1)~’ + (5r- 19)~ + (5r - 
23), where V(G,) = V(G,), E(G,) = E(G,) u 
WI. 
u(G,) = u3 + (r + 1)~’ + (5r- 18)~ + (5r - 
26), where V(G,) = V(G,), E(G,) = E(G,) U 
{ud], dE V(C, +Kr-6). 
u(GJ = u3 + (r)d + (5r-22)u + (5r-29), 
where V(G,) = V(G,), E(G,) = E(G,) U {UC). 
u(G,) = u’ + (r - 1)~’ + (5r-25)u + (5r - 
30), where V(G,) = V(G,), E(G,) = E(G,) U 
{UC), e E V(C, + KI-6). 
u(Gg) = u3 + 90’ + 210 + 12. 
u(G,) = u3 + 90’ + 21~ + 11. 
FIG. 1. u-Polynomials of the graphs. 
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u(G,,) = u3 + 9a* + 220 + 13. 
u(G,,) = u3 + 8d + 170 + 9. 
u(G,,) = u3 + 80’ + 190 + 8. 
u(G,,) = u3 + 90’ + 200 + 10. 
u(G,,) = u’ + 8~7’ + 160 + 7. 
u(G,,) = u3 + 100’ + 260 + 16. 
u(G,,) = u3 + 7d + 140 + 7. 
FIG. l-continued. 
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number of subgraphs with i edges, not containing any broken cycle of G. We 
also recall from [2] that if a(G) = Cj’=p-n a# is the u-polynomial of G, 
then Cj& a,-p+, P, is the chromatic polynomial of G, where 
P,=A(A- l)...(A-j+ 1). Now clearly m,=((:)--t, where q=IE(G)J, 
and c = number of triangles in G. Thus comparing coefficients of Ap-’ from 
the two polynomials we get 
(P - l)(P - 2) 
2 I 
P(P - 1w - 1) 
6 
Hence 
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